TVS Motor Company today launched the 2022 TVS Radeon in India at a starting price of Rs 59,925. The manufacturer states that the Radeon is India’s first 110 cc motorcycle to feature a multi-colour reverse LCD Cluster with RTMi (Real Time Mileage Indicator). Apart from RTMi, there are 17 other useful features in-built into the digital cluster like clock, service indicator, Low battery indicator, top speed and average speed.

The bike uses a 109.7cc engine that makes 8 hp at 7,000 rpm and 8.7 Nm at 5,000 rpm. TVS claims that the Radeon’s Ecothrust Fuel injection (ET-Fi) technology delivers 15% better fuel efficiency and enhances performance and durability. The fuel tank capacity is 10 litres.
The new TVS Radeon comes equipped with TVS' Intelligo (ISG and ISS system) that switches off the engine during long idling during traffic signals and other transient stops. The engine comes back on by a throttle rev. The technology helps avoid fuel wastage during these stops.

TVS Radeon boasts the longest seat in the category and hosts practical features like a USB charger. It gets a chrome finish on the headlamp and rear view mirrors. Braking equipment includes a disc up front.

TVS Radeon will be available in four variants – Base edition & Dual Tone Edition Drum with Reverse LCD Cluster, Dual Tone Edition Drum with Reverse LCD Cluster & ISG/ISS & Dual Tone Edition Disc with Cluster. It gets many colour options - Dual Tone Red & Black, Dual Tone Blue & Black, which are in addition to the base edition colours (Starlight Blue, Metal Black, Royal Purple & Titanium Grey).

TVS Radeon 110 ES MAG BSVI will be available for Rs 59,925 and TVS Radeon BSVI DIGI Drum Dual Tone for Rs 71,966 (ex-showroom, Delhi).
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